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Description: Many individuals believe that if an individual does not show or share sadness or express other emotions, 

that individual is not in touch with or is suppressing grief.  In fact, grief reactions are highly individual and varied.  Many 

men, and women, may express their grief in more instrumental ways, showing grief in more cognitive or active 

manifestations.  This session explores the different patterns or styles of grief, emphasizing that each of these pattern 

has their own distinct advantages and disadvantages.  

Counselors would benefit from this session in two major ways.  First it challenges counselors to move beyond affect to 

explore the many ways that individuals cope with loss.  Second, the workshop offers specific interventive strategies that 

are effective with different patterns.

Objectives: At the conclusion of this presentation, participants will be able to:

Describe institutional, intuitive, blended and dissonant patterns of grief;

Describe the theoretical and research basis for a continuum of grieving styles;

Discuss the ways that each pattern can facilitate or complicate the grieving process;

Identify and discuss pathways to grieving patterns including, gender, culture, cohort, and temperament;

Discuss the effect of development on grieving patterns;

Describe interventive techniques suitable for each pattern.
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Outline:
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Interventive Strategies

Counseling Intuitive Grievers

Counseling Instrumental Grievers
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Conclusion, Q & A


